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A.S. Council Votes
To Unlock Keg
A beer petition unanimously endorsed by Associated Student
Council supporting the idea of having a beer den on campus is
scheduled to be presented to the Board of Trustees December 12.
Doug Stewart, who started the petition, had 2,628 signatures in
three days last week. The total accounted for 43 per cent of the
full-time students in residence, said Stewart. There was
sufficient reason to start the petition, said Stewart, because ·63
per cent of Eastern's student body is 21 years of age or older.

Fewer Vote

Than Sign
Beer Petition
During Associated Student
elections there were 1,642 students
casting ballots while 2,628
students signed a petition
supporting the notion of having a
tavern in Pence Union Building in
a separate cause.
A.S. President Clint Hill said,
"The A.S. elections didn't have
wide support. One man, Bruce
Ellis ( executive vice-president),
was determined to hog the whole
thing. He tried to railroad ·the
constitutional reform through by
himself. That is why 1 think there
was such a poor turnout for the
elections.''
Hill said that he thought the
work done on the beer petition was
· "fantastic! "
Doug Stewart, who started the
petition drive, said, "I gue·s s the
results speak for themselves on
what students want the most. ''
The number voting in the A .S.
election
represented
approximately 25 per cent of the
full-time students at Eastern. The
number ~igning the beer petition
was 43 per cent of the full-time
students.

A.S. President Clint Hill said
the petition could not be
brought before the Board of
Trustees at the November 21
meeting because it would not
allow enough t'ime for
information to be gathered to
support the petition. Hill said
he will have to check with
other colleges to see how they
are doing on similar requests
before going to the Board of
Trustees he re.
Three tavern proprietors in
Cheney were questioned on what
they thought of the possibility of a
beer den on campus. Mrs. Warren
Moss, Kelly's Tavern, said,
"Bu§iness would depreciate for us
if a tavern were opened at the
college."
At Bill's 'I'avern Francis Lee

said, "We would definitely be
affected if a tavern opened ·at the
school. If such a place were
operated by the state I think it
would be unfair to private
enterprise because we couldn' t
compete with a non-profit facility
that might be used. "
Tony Delio, Goofy' s Tavern,
said, "Needless to say we would
be affected. I have not ,been in
town for the past few days,
though, and don't think I know
enough to make a comment no~."

On the question of where a beer
den might be set up on campus
Walt Zabel, director of student
activities said, "Although most
people are thinking in terms of the
, den in the new Pence Union
Building as the sight for a beer
facility I think it should be pointed
out that there will also be plenty of
room in the present Student Union
Building beginning winter
quarter."
A section of the Harbor, the
games room or the present offices
for student activities director
were mentioned by Zabel as
possible alternatives to using the
den in the PUB.

"The petition will have to go to
the Student Personnel Council
oefore it can go to the board," said
Hill. To get the matter on the
agenda for the December bc,a rd
meeting Hill said all the
information will have to be
gathered and given to John
Lothspeich, assistant to the
president and secretary to the
board, by Dec,~mbe: 3.
The cover picture symbolizes
the efforts to establish the tavern
on campus . Only the Board of
Trustees and the State Liquor
Control Board have the
combination to the lock on the tap.
The photo taken by Hal Blegen i~
of a keg loaned to The Easterner
by Bill's Tavern.
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HELP KENT STATE
Students at Kent State University in
Ohio need help.
Sev~ral of them have been indicted
by the Ohio State Grand Jury called to
investigate the demonstrations there
last spring which ended with four
dead students.
The circumstances Sl\lrrounding the
events remain cloaked in doubt and
uncertainty. The grand jury claims
one thing, absolving the rifle firing
guardsmen from all blame, while the
Federal Bureau of Investigation
claims another, saying the guard was
not in danger when they opened fire.
Yet 25 members of the KSU
community have been indicted, and a
number of them arrested , for
participating in the demonstrations
leading up to the killings. Now the
student government there is calling
for donations to aid those arrested or
to be arrested in presenting a
defense.
Students at every campus in the
-nation have a stake in the outcome of
those trials, whichever way they may
go. If, indeed, those indicted were at

fa ult, they still have the right to an
adequate defense. Adequate defenses
a ren't cheap these days.
But if they are not at fault-if the
FBI report is correct and the
guardsmen over-reacted with loaded
weapons to a tense situation-then
the findings of the Ohio Grand Jury
can only be an even greater overreaction to the prevailing mood of
college campuses.
Eastern has already voiced concern
over the events in Ohio last spring,
with a telegram to Presid_ent Nixon
and a condemnation of the use of
armed troops to quell campus
disturbances. Now is the time to
reafirm those statements and give
assistance to students who need it.
If we as students allow this form of

repression- if it is repression-to
exist in the East, then we will have no
just complaint when it arises in the
West. If it is not repression, but truly
justice, then we, as well as the
country, have a stake in finding that
out.

DOES SMC LIVE?
Student Mobilization Committee
lives-or does it? Saturday anti-war
groups from across the state met in
Seattle 'f or a demonstration and rally
at· the Seattle Center. There were
between 1,000 and 3,000 present,
depending on the source for
e stimates.
There we re seve ral cars intended to
leave from Eastern for the rally.
According to one source close to
Eastern's SMC group there were only
two cars that actually made the trip.
Last May th e re wa s a
demonstration of this type that drew
c rowds of over 10,000. Why the
change?
There are many therories, to be

sure, but it all seems to boil down to
one thing, as the Vietnam war
changes tactics the peace movement
slows down. Certainly there is a time
a place for dissent. It seems that the
time and the place are simply dying
out.
One can look at this in two ways.
Either, the demonstrations are doing
someting and are becoming less
necessary to many, or the change to
aerial tactics in Vietnam has led
demonstrators t~ lose interest.
Whichever the case, if the get
together in Seattle Saturday is an
indication the anti-war effort$ of the
SMC and other groups, is dying a slow
but sure death.

MAJORITY RULES?
It is better to have fought a nd lost
than ne ver to have fought at all. But is
it fair to have lost and then come back
swinging below the belt?
So seems to be the case with those
opposed to the p1·oposed constitution
approved by students three to one. If
you can't beat 'em in a fair election,
take 'em to court and have the
election thrown out.
The grounds for taking the election
results th.r ough the courts seem petty
and, in some cases, contrived. Rather
thari accept defeat and a new (and
probably better) constitution,
opponents of the document have
chos~n rather to conjure up charges
that,' while they may have enough

va lidity to convince a court, are
minor and a last minute attempt to
defeat something students have
shown they want.
'
It would be appropriate for those
pressing charges to reassess their
reasons.· If they feel they have
legitimate (both legal and ehtical)
cause for complaint then they should
not be dissuaded from taking the
matter to the courts.
But if their ultimate aim is to throw
out a constitution they persona lly do
not want, despite the approval of the
rest of the students, then they are
acting petty and childish in saying,
"Play our way or we doq't play at
all."

THE ·WORM TURNS
A scared cow is only safe until the
first shot is fired, from then on the
flack gets pretty intense.
Students started sniping at the
college administration a few years
back and its been getting worse ever
since. But the ultimate weapon was
not introduced until the faculty got
into the · act. They want the
opportunity to evaluate the
administrators.
Yes, friends, irreverent as they are,
some faculty members have decided
that if students are allowed to make
promotion
and
tenure

recommendations for faculty then
they, the faculty, might as well do the
same for administrators.
This suggestion was evidently a
bac~lash because of the
administration's support of student
representation in faculty tenure
decisions and might be facetious, but
think of the possibilities!
We rather like the idea but it will
probably never come to pass. After
all, everyone wants to be an
evaluator, but who wants to be the
evaluee.
I
I

Letters to the Editor
Doors Fascinate
Editor,
Doors are fascinating. They are
made from many things: glass,
wood, steel, and beads.
Doors are some of my favorite
things but I don't appreciate them
smashing bodies flat. I am
specifically refering to th·e front
doors of the J.F.K . Library. For
almost a year now, these doors
have had the capacity to open both
ways. It is true that the doors have
"PUSH" and "PULL" on opposite
sides, but no one has taken the
time to change "PULL" to
"PUSH" so that there is a
"PUSH" on both sides.
This problem has been plaguing
me for some time now and before
the winter winds get bad, I thought
it would be wise to bring it·to the
attention of the weaker students.
Micheb Ricks

Answer Given
Editor:
Yo u ask, "W h ere is
Williamson?" Well, Williamson is
here and Williamson is there, and
if you don't watch it, Williamson
will get in your hair.
The Tenant's Union has never
existed at Eastern. It has existed,
however, as a motivational goal.
In pursuit of this goal I have done
considerable research concerning
the creation and organization of
such a Tenant's Union. I have
tried to formulate and activate
plans in an organized and logical
manner.
Presently, I am contacting
landlords and presenting to them
the contract approved by the A.S.
{;ouncil. Working with me has

been a group of Off Campus
peopile. These people are busy and,
like most involved people, fall
short of accomplishing certain
jobs. Incidentally, the landlords
have been responding favorably to
the contract.
The Tenants Union will be

reaUzed at the beginning of winter
quarter. The new PUB should be
ready by then. The present A.S.
Off/ices will become student
organizational offices providing
space for groups such as the
I.K.'s, I.F.C., O.C.S. , O.C.C. , and
the Tenant's Union. As O.C.S. and
O.C.C. have proven in the past, no
effective organization can exist
un ess it has some central point of
communication.
~ few days ago I received a
letter 'from interested Vista
peo~le in Spokane. This event
opens up a whole new can of
worms. The possibility of an
aggregate Tenant's Union looms
in the future. This organization
would consi st of s imilar
organizations and interest groups
n~w appearing around the Spokane
area and W.S.U.
Yes, Mister Editor, the "Union"
is non-existent and I ha ve failed to
communicate my intentions and
progress to other interested
students through you wonderful
publication. I may have bogged
down a bit in the eyes of the press
and the public. If a loud mouth and
a boastful personalit,iy is indicative
of an "energetic leader," then I
have failed.
Despite popular belief by some
reliable sources, I will continue in
my awkward and plundering
manner to pursue the organization
of an "effective" Tenant's Union.
Often times, more publicized
(Continued on Page 11)
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·Cheer Staff At Odds
Dissension among the ranks may force cheerleader Cynthia
Crudup off the cheering squad.
Her fellow cheerleaders have petitioned the Associated
Student Council to set up a "student committee-small in
number, yet representative of our enthnic student body-whose
full responsibility will be to observe the conduct, enthusiasm ,
interaction and commitment of each member of our cheering
squad during the remainder of the present football season."
Council appointed the Fieldhouse," the letter states.
committee Thursday night in
"It is our feeling the obligation
response to two letters from of cheerleading is not at the peak
the cheerleaders plus a of Cynthia's list of priorities. As a
result, this has a tendency to
Personal appearance be fore cripple the squad as a whole.
the council at the weekly Consequently, it is with regret
meeting in Monroe Hall.
that we request your assistance in
't~t;~,t
The move taken by the taking steps for Cynthia's
.ii{!
Associated Student Council was in dismissal."
EFFORTS TO REMOVE Cheerleader Cynthia Crudup·Oeft) from the squad are being made by the rest of the response to two letters from the
The committee, appointed
cheerleaders. Cited as reasons are "lack of enthusiasm and participation." A committee of five bas been other seven members of the squad Thursday by A.S. President Clint
appointed by the Assocuted Students to observe the cheerleaders for team interaction and cooperation, as well requesting
Miss Crudup's Hill , is to observe the
as spirit, for the remainder of the football season. Pictured with Miss Crudup is Cheerleader Kathy Anderson. removal.
cheerleaders during practices,
"Her conduct reduces the games and other events they may
morale of the group as a whole and participate in throughout the rest
changes what would be a very of the season.
pleasant united relationship into
At the end of that time, the
an
unpleasant
setting,"
says
one
committee
will report back to
-Jane Fonda, who is involved in
KENT, Ohio (CPS) - A total of two organizations that were
letter
from
Barbara
Gibson,
Don
Council
with
their
$3,000 has been collected so far for immediately. set up. They have GI orgamzmg, will appear
Freeman,
Kathy
Anderson,
recommendations.
Council
will
the legal defense of the 25 studE!nts since merged into one fund - the November 9, sponsored by the
Jeanne Wayerski, Terry Kelly, then decide if Miss Crudup is to be
and faculty members indicted by a Kent Legal Defense Fund, which KSU Veterans Against the War :
removed from the squad.
-Dr. Benjamin Spock, who is Ken Suemori and Janis Kato.
special Ohio grand jury, according . incorporates the Peoples Defense
The
letter
goes
on
to
charge
Miss Crudup had no comment to
to the Kent Stater, the student ' Fund created by members of the involved in campaigns right now,
Miss
Crudup
with
failing
to
attend
make
concerning the charges
has agreed to speak at Kent
newspaper. $1,000 has already 1 Youth International Party.
practice
sessions,
lack
of
against
her, "until I consult my
been spent on bail money.
Meanwhile, a whole series of following the elections ;
enthusiasm
and
participation
'in
attorney."
-Joan Baez and Ira Sandperl
A telegram from the student notables have released plans to
Committee members are Tomi
from
the California Institute for such events as practices, games
governm~nt at Kent State come to Kent, some for fundand
money-making
events.
Askwig,
Cleotis Rey, Erskine
the Study of Nonviolence will hold
requesting .contributions for the raising, other for appea ranees:
"
Cynthia
refused
to
help
Sturges,
Bill
Mustard , and one
legal fund was received by
-Judy Collins held a benefit last workshops on November 13 to represent the squad setting up o~her position yet to be appointed.
Eastern's Associated Student week and raised over $2,000, which discuss non-violent politics. A chairs for a concert in the Mustard will serve a chairman.
concert will not be given.
President Clint Hill and presented she will give to the fund;
to A.S. Council Thursday.
The request, which called the
indictments a search for '' the
"There is a lot to be said for the referral of such experience in
symbolic convictions of student
younger
people," she said. "A Spokane and Cheney."
government leaders without
Betty Jay bas a goal that set-s
person
gets
so that she's so close
regard to the facts," was- sent to
to the younger generation, she he-r apart from the ordinary
Finance Committee for
finds it difficult to look at things 'advisor'. She bas the strong
consideration.
E~stern may not be allowed to
The committee, co-chaired by from the older generation's desire to be, in cJuser contact with
. A motion to sent $100 to the Kent accept more than 6,336 full-fee State Senator Gordon Sandison viewpoint again."
all women who come here: old as
legal fund was earlier voted down paying students for fall 1971 if a and State Representative
Betty Jay, a new acting dean of well as young. "Did you know that
in favor of sending the request to proposal before the state Marjorie Lynch, has approved the women, has worked with young
the committee, and to allow A.S. legislature's Joint Committee on proposal, Shuck said, and will people so long that she seems to
Treasurer Mark Lobdell to Higher Education is adopted by submit it to the legislature during think and fe~l part of them. Her
the winter for consideration.
determine if the request was, in the legislature.
eyes say something as she looks at
The committee will review their you with a smile. She understands.
Student,
faculty
and
fact, sent by the Kent State
administration views to this and recommendation . November 11
She bas three children of her
student government.
other policies of the state prior to sending it. to the own: Two are married and have
William Kunstler, the lawyer legislature toward the state legislature.
added two grandchildren to the
who defended the Chicago Eight, colleges will be sought at a special
Included in the proposal is a ·family, and the third is going to
has offered to defend the Kent meeting of the committee on recommendation that all two year
United Airline School. She moved
State 25. Counsel bas not campus Saturday.
colleges in the state lessen the to Spokane in 1966, and obtained
announced whether the students
President Emerson C. Shuck rate of increase, though not her master's degree in psychology
indicted will seek a special federal said the proposal, which would necessarily. holding enrollment
here at Eastem.
grand jury investigation. Nine of effect all four-year state down as the four year institutions
Mrs. Jay feels most strongly
the Z5 still remain to be arrested.
supported institutions of higher would be forced to do, Shuck said.
about volunteer experience. She
The money, collected during the education in the state, would limit
President Shuck was in Seattle feels there are too many cases of
first week following the enrollment for next . year to last week discussing the college's young people not being able to
indictments, was funneled through present levels.
budget request for the next obtain the proper experience
Betty Jay
biennium when he learned of the necessary to pers ue their there are over 400 women
committee's proposal.
attending Eastern who would be
profession the right way .
He said the proposal would
''If undergraduates go into some termed 'older'?" she asked.
affect Eastern's budget request kind of volunteer work , they can
She believes education is
for the bienium, now under decide for themselves whether continuous thing, and older women
consideration, and, if adopted, this is what they want," and can become more responsible with
would force Eastern to limit bridge the gap between theory and time. "Younger women should try
enrollment at present lev~ls, or practicality ; get used to what it a little harder to communicate
Eastern has been asked by the "effect a savings of,," money 6,336 full-fee paying students.
will really be like." She feels there with the older ones, and the older
The
committee
will
meet
at
state to effect a "savings of based on the number of students
is a need here for a central do the same with the younger,"
Eastern
Saturday
for
a
"
rap
$314,000" as a result of a smaller who did not enroll but were
coordinating bureau to she said. "I do, " and then she
session"
with
students,
faculty
enrollemnt than estimated, expected to do so.
accommodate the "resource and smiled.
President Emerson C. Schuck
There are 6,336 full-fee paying and administrators, Dr. Shuck
said.
students attending Eastern said. The meeting will be held at 8
a.m. in Kennedy Auditorium.
Though only about 3 per cent of according to the official
The meeting will be open and a
enrollment
figures
based
on
the
$10 million operating budget
microphone
will be supplied for
alloted by the state legislature, tenth class day . This is 414 below any spectators who wish to speak.
the cut is more than President the budgeted number of 6,750. Dr. Boyd Mills, chairman of the
Shuck had hoped the cut would be. Total enrollment, including part- faculty legislative committee,
time and special students, is 6,801,
Eastern's total budget for the or 456 students over last year's said five faculty members
Tim Williamson, who has and received A.S. Council
1971-70 school year will be over $15 enrollment but still below pre- including himself are scheduled to
spearheaded a drive for an endorsement this quarter.
million, including the state registration estimates.
speak.
allotment and fees collected from
Dr. Roland Lewis, chairman of apartment renters' union among Williamson was alone in bis effort
The savings requested by the
student registrations and other state will be made up in a cut-back the faculty senate, Dr. Dana students, has obtained office space until the beginning of the present
sources. While the college also on "unnecessary out-of -state Harter, director of the division of in the Associated Student offices.
school year.
Williamson's organization will
He says he now has five students
lost estimated revenue because of travel," as well as a review of all sciences, Dr. Vincent Stevens,
the lower number of students than programs for necessity and chairman of the facu lty affairs share space with Rob Allen, involved in his quest to become the
expected, President Shue~ said educational value, said Dr. Shuck.
council, Dr. Phil Anast, chairman legislative action chairman. There mediator hetween students and
the loss was partially absorbed by
The Associated Students also of the graduate council, and Dr. will be no definite office hours for apartment managers when
the union for a while, said problems arise.
higher out-of-state fees.
lost money as a result of the Mills will represent the faculty.
"Now that we have space in the
Students will be represented by Williamson. "If we are not in,
The state allots college budgets lower-than-expected enrollment.
anyone
trying
to
contact
us
can
student
offices we have a place for
Associated
Student
P
resident
based on estimated enrollment for All student budget areas were cut
message
in
the
student
leave
a
Clint
Hill,
A.
S.
Treasurer
Mark
and managers to get hold
students
the year following the spring by 6.5 per cent to make up the
offices,"
he
added.
Lobdell,
Al
Nomee,
Cleotis
Rey,
of
us
so
we
can set up some lines
allotment. Since estimates for fall $18,000 A.S. had over-budgeted
The
move
to
form
a
union
was
of
communications
between the
Fowler
and
Connie
Daily,
Chuck
'71 exceeded actual e nrollment, because of high estimated
last
year
by
Williamson
started
said
Y'illiamson.
two,
Peggy Gardiner.
Eastern must now return, or enrollment.

Money Sought For Kent State Students

Highe~ Ed Committee
May Limit New Students

Dean Relates To Young

low Enrollment Means
Eastern's Budget Cut 3%

Rent Union _Gets
A.S. Off ice Sp.a ce
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Constitution Fate Dubious ·

Students approved the proposed
studei1t constition by a margin of
three to one, but the fate of the
document is as yet undecided.
The constitution was approved
during last week's week-long
election, 1,116 yes to 432 no. But
Pearce Hall's dorm council voted
Monday night to press charges
which , if upheld in student court,
would invalidate the election.
Dissatisfaction of election
procedures was also voiced at
Thursday's Associated Student
Council meeting, with A.S.
President Clint Hill asserting
charges would be filed in student
court. Now it appears Pearce Hall
will save him the trouble.
Pearce took issue with election
procedures, including the fact that
polls were open until 6 p.m. on
three of the six nights of elections,
despite A.S. Council's stipulation
the polls be open from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m.
Other charges include
electioneering at the polls by
Executive Vice-Preisdent Bruce
Ellis, paying for votes by coupons
for a nickle off on a soft drink in
the Student Union Building for the
first 1,000 votes cast, untended
polls in Kennedy Library and an
advertisment in the Focus
misrepresenting the proposed
constitution as being
a step
toward beer in Pence Union
Building.
Council had earlier approved the
week long election, an irregular
procedure, to insure enough votes
would be cast to validate the
election. The motion, however,
stipulated polls be open from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Executive Vice-President Bruce
Ellis kept the polls open until 6
p.m. for three of the six days,
creating one of the contested
procedures.

Other objections were voiced on
the means of identification
required of voters.
Since many students did not
have a plastic picture
identification cards, the polltenders were accepting any
identification and cross-checking
with a computer print-out sheet
Even with six days of voting,
however the election only polled
four votes above the 25 per cent.
needed. A total of 1,548 votes were
cast on the question of the
constitution, with 1,544 needed to
validate it.
Yet another objection was
raised over the method of
counting, and recording the
ballots. Since the election on the
constitution began on the same
day as elections for freshman
class, off campus organizations,
and the Associated Men Students'
dissolution, first-day results were
counted separately.
After Council had approved the
results, the ballots were
destroyed , including the first day
results of the constitutional
question .
Certain Council members
voiced concern that ·ballots had
been destroyed before a final
count had been taken and accepted
by Council.
"We can't possibly check the
votes. Ballots have been
destroyed," said President Hill.
"Charges will be brought. Those
running the election had definite
biases."
Ellis has been pushing for the
constitutional reform since last
year, opposed primarily by Hill.
A compromise between Hill and
Ellis over certain disputed points
in the constitutional draft paved
the way for Council approval or
placing the document before the
voters .

Kent State Disagrees

With Natl Guardsmen
WASHINGTON (CPS) - The
Federal Bureau of Inve tigation
reportedly has concluded that
National Guardsmen who killed
four Kent State students last May
" fabricated " the excuse that
college youths· endangered their
lives . .
In a little-noticed speech on the
floor of the Senate October 13,
Sen. Stephen M. Young (D. -Ohio )
asserted that the FBI's then
secret report of the incident
exonerated the students of having
provoked the shooting. Young sa id
the report concludes :
"We (the federal investigators)
have reason to believe that the
claim by the National Guard that
their lives were endangered by the
students was fabricated
subsequent to the event.
One Guardsman reportedly told
the FBI : "the guardsmen had
gotten together after the shooting
and decided to fabricate the story
that they were in danger of serious
bodily harm or death from the
students."
The Associated Press has since
released a report confirming this,
quoting members of the Ohio
National Guard as saying they
were under no threat.
One guardsman is reported to
have ~dmitted firing a shotgun in
die air prior to any other shooting,
which may have induced other
guardsmen to shoot.
The FBI report further states
that the guardsmen were not
surrounded by students, and there
was still a . supply of tear gas
available. The National Guard
says it shot into the crowd "as a
last resort," after they had used·
up all of their less-violent anti-riot
supplies, such as tear gas.
The
guardsmen
were
completely e:xonerated by the
s1i,ecial Ohio Grand Jury which
indicted 25 random students and

faculty members for a wide range
of charges stemming from the
participation in the May
demonstrations.
Meanwhile, in Ohio, a special
prosecutor for the state grand jury
and a Kent State geology professor
have been arrested for contempt
of court and released on $500 bail.
Seabury Ford, 68, one of three
special prosecutors, declared that
the guardsmen should have "shot
all" troublemakers in the May
disorders, according to an article
in the Akron Beacon-Journal.
"There is no question that those
boys (the Guardsmen ) would have
been killed up there if they hadn 't
turned around and fired."
Glenn Frank, a geology
professor at Kent, attacked the
Grand Jury report as ''naive and
stupid." Frank had been under
orders, because of his involvement
in the case, not to make
statements concerning the grand
jury proceedings, as were all
other "interested parties, "
including Ford.

BEER IN THE PUB gets the support of at least one bartender in town. Otto Allison, bartender at Goofy's,
mans the table to collect signatures on the petition to start a tavern in Pence Union Building. Allison (center)
is flanked by Donna Moore (right), waitress at Goofy's, and Larry ~ucbanan.

Shoreline Protection Gains Support
by Judy Prentice
Contributing Writer

Election day activities may
have ended yesterday, but Eastern
students and faculty members
have just begun a campaign to
support Initiative 43 , the
Shorelines Protection Act.
Dr. William K. Steele, Eastern
assistant professor of geology who
is chairman of the Cheney drive,
said signatures of 101,000
registered Washington State
voters were needed by Dec. 13 to
present the biB to the January
session of the legislature.
"The bill is sponsored by the
Washington
Environmental
Council to preserve and protect
the state's most beautiful
shoreline areas," Dr. Steele said.
"It is designed to assure that all
shoreline development-on
intelligently planned and in the
best
"The bill is sponsored by the
Washington
Environmental
Council to preserve and protect
the stats's most beautiful
shoreline areas," Dr. Steel said.
"It is designed to assure that all
shoreline development- on both

PORSCHEAUDI
NOW AVAILABLE
FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Valley
Porsche-Audi
Exclusive
Inland Empire Dealer

AT

Valley Volkswagen
El 0000 Sprague WA 4-6900

EWSC Contemporary Film Series Presents

SEVENTH SEAL
A Film Classic
Directed

by Ingmar Bergman

Ingmar Bergman's stunning al legory of man's search for meaning
in life. A knight, after returning home from the Cru sad es, plays a
game of chess with Death while the Plague ravages medieval
Europe. Cannes Film Festival International Prize Winner, 1956, 1957.

THURSDAY, NOV. 5
3:45 - SCIENCE AUDITORIUM
7:30 - KENNEDY AUDITORIUM
ADMISSION: 25c Afternoon Performance with this ad
50c Evening Performance

natural and man-made salt and
f resb water areas-is intelligently
planned and in the best public
interest."
Dr. Steele, an Ohioan who is new
to Eastern this fall , said the /a ct is
also concerned with restora~ion of
previously damaged n~tural
resources, the enlargemept of
recreational opportunitiesj and
furthering constructive eco~omic
development.
" One reason I support thi~ drive
so strongly is that in 9hio I
observe the harm that can cfcme to
great bodies of water," Dr. Steele
said. '' Around the Clevelaf area
you have to drive 30 miles tTfind a

safe place to swim in Lake Erie.
Anywhere near the city is just too
polluted."
Students interested in signing a
petition or gathering signatures
can contact Dr. Steele in room
149D, Science Hall.

Law Prof Visits
John Huston, associate dean
of the ~niversity of Washington
law school, will meet and talk
to Eastern students about
admission procedures to law
studies tomorrow at 1:30 p.m.
in the Tahiti room , student
Union Building.

Library Map i Aqua Meeting

1~~ ~i~ c~8~;1

interesting to the geolog~
department at Eastern and mo~t
students," said Dr. Charl~s
Baumann, library services
director.
Dr. Baumann was talking abotlt
the new 11 by 6 feet relief map M
Washington state recenqy
assembled by the library, costing
about $70.
The map will soon be on display
in the library, perhaps on the ma~n
floor by the reference 'des ,
opposite the elevator, D .
Baumann added.
This map is three-dimensionJ1,
with the surface elevated fbr
mountains and depressed fr,r
rivers and valleys. Printed 1in
white, green, blue, grey abd
yellow, it has a horizontal scale of
1: 250,000 and a vertical scale of
1: 25,000, with a vertical
exaggeration of two to one. T~e
contour interval ir. ~00 feet, w'th
supplemental contours at 100 feet,
and the projection is transvetse
mercator-type.
"We started assembling ~he
map last spring. The pieces w~re
supplied by the department of
defense at Texas at cut-rate. It
would normally co::,t about $400,"
said Mrs. M. Jacobs , librarian in
charge
of
Government
Documents.
Mrs. Jacobs further said that
the map, printed by the U.S. Coast
and Geodedic Survey with a last
correction in 1958, is one of the
last few , maps printed by the
government.
1

Eastern students planning to
turn out for the varsity swim
team are instructed to attend a
meeting tonight at 6:30 at room
201 of the Fieldhouse,
according to swim coach Gene
Lisiecki.
Eastern's swim season starts
Saturday, December 5, in the
Washington State University
relays at Pullman. The
schedule includes ten meets
before the Evergreen
Conference meet in Ellensburg
March 4-6.

Stud
YA
r e~S
'T'o Convert
.l.

1

T o Lounges

Housing has approved the
change-over of study areas located
on each floor of Dressler Hall to
lounges.
The decision is based on
· conditions that the floor members
approve, that it remain changed
for the entire year and that two
hours still be designated as " Quiet
Study Hours."
Mrs. Metcalf, dorm director,
said, "When I came here in midSeptember I wasn't inpressed with
the atmosphere these rooms
projected." She approached
housing and then mentioned it to
the dorm council for consideration
by each floor individually.
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Winter Pre-registration Begins Monday
Pre-registration for winter
quarter begins Monday and
continues through Thursday,
November 20.
Students who do not pre-register
may go through Fieldhouse
registration January 4.
Students must pay their fees at
the time of registration for winter.

This was not the case for fall
quarter
for
students
preregistering last spring or
summer, said Registrar Donald
Manson.
Students have through Friday to
complete pre-advising. Anyone
who has not declared a major and
minor should report to general

EW Homecoming

1!.in~.~~

'! ~.~!~!

H~co~
success, Graham Johnson, Alumni
Board member, said about the
former parade, "Students couldn't
build a re~pectable float so the
committee this year voted to drop
the parade.''
" I'm surprised at student
reactions in the paper that they
missed the parade," he said.
Antone Rasmussen, alumni
president said, "As far as I'm
concerned, Homecoming bad a
realistic approach. Prior
emphasis was on the alumni, who
don't function in this. Now
emphasis is back on the students."
"Mike Moore, the student who

with alumni,
took suggest:ion~ .and W?rk~d h~rd
on the program, he said. I thmk
he did a marvelous job on
organization."
"From students, I heard only
compliments because they were
the ones who were really involved
with the event," Rasmussen said.
" Planning was great but the
timing was a misunderstanding
because it went a little too long,"
he said. " I'm quite satisfied and
impressed with the student effort
for students."
Moore also was satisfied with
the results.

advising for pre-advising .
Students who have declared
majors and minors should report
to their assigned adviser in their
field of study, Manson added.
Final Announcement of Courses
and Classroom Assignmen t
bulletins for winter quarter are
available in the registrar's office.
Pre-registration takes place in
Monroe Hall, second floor lounge.
Students should report t o
Showalter Hall , room 220 ,
according to the following
schedule to obtain registration
packets : Nov. 9, Seniors and Grad
Students, Last names beginning
with A-L; Nov. 10, Seniors and
Grad Students , La st name s
beginning with M-Z ; Nov. 12,
Juniors , Last names beginning
with M-Z ; Nov. 13, Junior s, Last
names beginning with A-L ; Nov.
16, Sophomores, -Last names
beginning with A-L; Nov. 17,
Sophomores , Las t nam es
beginning with M-Z; Nov. 18,
Freshmen, Last names beginning
with M-Z ; Nov. 19, Freshmen,
Last names beginning with A-L ;
Nov . 20 - Open to all students on a
no-schedule basis.
.
Transfers, former students , new
students admi t ted be fore
November 9 may register on
November 20 only.
..;, .
. .. -~

Activiti~~ Program
Undergoes Change
I

Eastern's activities progratn is program will include fine arts,
undergoing a major change urder social, recreation, films , and
the direction of Herb Jones, social-political activities.
"It is impossible for one person
Activities Vice President.
to
run an activities program at a
"For a long time, the acti~ities
school
the size of Eastern,'' Jones
program has not been what it
said.
should be," Jones said.
With the h e lp of the
Under the new plan , a
committee will be established to programming committee, Jones
divide activities into several ~reas plans to have all campu s activities
and handle public relapons, planned and scheduled at least a
promotion, and publish aq all- quarter in advance so the student
campus activities calendar, Jones can read the quarterly activities
said. Divisions of the activities calendar and depend on the
programs coming off as
scheduled. In order to make the
calender as accurate as possible,
Dr. Sterling Gerber,
Jones plans to have sponsoring
associate professor of
organizations sign contracts to
psychology, will be the
assure the scheduling of their
featured speaker at the
planned activities.
Thursday meeting of the
"Organization and promotion is
Eastern chapter of Phi Delta
our biggest problem now ,'' Jones
Kappa, international frate.-nity
said. " There is no continuity in
for men in education.
programming."
The 5:45 dinner meetin~ will
Jones hopes the committee will
be in the Student 1.Jnion
solve this situation and keep
students aware of activities well
building.
I
"Effective
Inter-PerJona~
in advance. He also hopes to
Communication" will be the
provide students with more
topic of Dr. Gerber's talk.
opportunities to use school
facilities. The rec!"eation division
of the coml'(littee will make
equipment available for students
to check out for their use. Included
will be bicycles, and hiking
Inter-Fraternity Counc~l has equipment.
"We hope to help students learn
c hange d the ir membership
out
of class by presenting such
representation system.
as workshops, festivals and
things
Representation no longer
programs
spread out over several
consists of three members from
days,"
Jones
said.
each fraternity. Instead, itlis now
The
new
plan,
to begin winter
a President's council.
quarter,
will
coincide
with the
The new structure will enable
opening
of
the
new
student
union
decisions on proposals to ~ made
building.
Jones
said
that
the
immediately rather than taking a
opening
of
the
PUB
provides
an
w a itin g period whit~ the
ideai
time
for
change
in
the
representatives informeq . their
respective houses and pre!1dents, activities program. It has the
obtaining their approv l. The facilities to handle an expanded
President will have the a thority program of good films and
to vote for his entire friiternity activities, he said.
"We have had overwhelming
group without hesitation .
support
of the new program ,''
With this revision capie the
Jones
said,
" And hope to provide
election of new officers. P!resident
students
with
an outstanding
is Mark Eckerich , Sigma ~u, Vice
a
ctivities
program
tha t they ca n
President, Ron Krukenberig, Theta
be
a
wa
re
of
in
advance
and depend
Chi, and Treasurer, Rob lliggins ,
upon."
Pi Kappa Alpha.
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System New
For Frats '

Bott l~d under th e au thori t y of The Coca-Cola Company b y:
INLA N D EM PIRE COCA-COLA BOTTLI N G CO .
SPOKA NE, WASH INGTON
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Crisis. Line Issue Tabled
The idea of having a direct line
to the Crisis Clinic in Spokane
from Eastern's campus for help in
social problems, drug problems
and "any other problems that
seem more than the student can
cope with ,' has been discussed
recently and put aside for a period
due to lack of support and funds ,
said Clint Hill, Associated Student
President.
Benard H. Taylor, director of
the counseling center, reported
that cost would amount to about
$80.00 per month for such a line.
" However," he said, " this was
figured before there was a direct
line from Spokane, and perhaps
now this figure would be lower."
At the present there is nothing a
person can do who is "freaked
out" on drugs if he does not "want
to disclose this identity and place
himself in jeopardy. The exact per
cent of drug use here on campus is
unknown , but it is " very high
among upper classmen," said
Hill. " I'm all for the direct line ;
anything to keep them from
jumping off Pearce."
Jim L. Bryan, director of
campus services, said that this is
a "good idea and I ' ll gladly do
what I can once it is organized ."
"The Crisis Clinic was
contacted and they think it is a
great idea if we follow through
with it and get it going " added
Hill.

There is also a possibility of an
"automatic dialer" that will
connect with the Spokane number
automatically when the Cheney

Volunteers
Are SQught
Volunteers from 18 lo 6a are
wanted by Spokane Community
ColJege's Day Care Center,
F.:?533 Baldwin, according to

.

t,

I

1 J

Mrs. Judith_ Ann Griffith,
teacher-coordinator at the
center. Mrs. Griffith pointed
out
that
community
involvement and interest are
n~cessary for the success of the
program.
Thirty children, two to six
year~ old, are enrolled in the
SCC day care training center
which is funded by the Office of
Economic Opportunity and the
Spokane Community Action
Council.
Teacher aides are wanted for
afternoon periods at the center
from 2:30 to 5:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday. In addition,
volunteers are needed for the
swjm-gym activities which are
held at the YWCA on Friday
from 1:30-3:30 p.m.
Interested students should
contact Roseanne Marie
Costanzo, the center's social
worker, for interviews and a
sclledule of assignments. The
telephone number is 4564030.

IF,C Changes
A drastic change in the
structure of Inter-Fraternity
Council has come about seemingly
trouble free.
The change was enacted after a
minimum of discussion at a recent
weekly meeting of the council.
The original organization,
consisting of a minimum of three
representatives fr(?m each of the
four fraternities, was considered
use less by many of the
representatives.
Under the new plan, only the
president of · each house will be
held responsible for attending the
weekly meetings and passing on
the necessary information to their
respective houses.
This type of Inter-Faternity
Presidents Council is being
accepted on many of the larger
fraternity orientated campuses
across the nation .

number is dialed, said Taylor.
"It's kind of up in the air, now ,"
said Hill. " There are a lot of
things that still need clearing up
before we can think about going
ahead."
"Financial reasons are the main
drawback at the time, " said
Taylor.

Fed. Aid Cut
WASHINGTON
( CPS )Federal financial aid to 440
students has been cut off because
of their involvement in campus
disorders to receive student aid
funds, according to an official in _
the Student Financial Aid Division
of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare .
Forty students lost their funds
as a direct result of federal
provisions, and the remaining 400
through the administrations of
their individual schools.
Federal
law
requires
universities to submit an annual
report on the number of students
removed from their financial aid
lists. Reports from all but 160 of
2,390 colleges and universities
show that 86 institutions cut off
funds to students since June of last
/"
year.
The largest cuts came in small
colleges, rather than the larger,
more politically active campuses
like Columbia, San Francisco
State, Berkeley, Michigan State,
Wisconsin, none of which reported
any students losing aid. Chances
are that these schools did not turn
their students in , since there were
major disruptions and actions at
those schools in the last year that
more than likely involved students
on federal aid.
The information is part of a
report on campus violence from
an investigation conducted by
Rep. Edith Green (D.-Ore. ). The
report will not be released
because, she said, it would
embarrass the President.

JANICE CHAMBERS, Eastern Student Mobilization Committee members, joins the demonstration In Seattle
to protest the war. Miss Chambers joined about %5 other Ea stem students for the trip Saturday to participate
in the national SMC's October 31 moratorium.
,

Easterners Attend· Rally
About
2,500
anti-war
demonstrators began at 23rd
Avenue and E. Madison Street
with chants of "Peace Now." The
march proceeded up 4th Avenue
toward the Center for the rally
with 22 speakers.
Eastern students left Cheney

Approximately 25 Eastern
students traveled to Seattle
Friday to participate in a peaceful
march through downtown Seattle,
then cheered a variety of causes at
a rally in High School Memorial
Stadium loacated in the Seattle
Center.

Friday night in pre.:arranged
vehicles. Accommodations were
available to those without a place
to stay, with the help of many
University of
Washington
students.
Janice Chambers, spokesman ,·
for Eastern · attendants, stated
that "the spirit ~s gone down
quite a bit and the little bit left
just proves that the idea is getting
kind of old."
Miss Chambers said that many
students returned to Cheney right
after the demonstration and
others remained in Seattle until
Sunday.

Indian Conference To Be Held
A confer:ence for Indian students
attending Inland Empire area
colleges will be held Nov. 21.
Alfred M . Nomee, ' a Spokane
freshman, and chairman of the allday meeting, said it was the first
s uch conference ever held
specifically for Indian students in
the area and would be directed at
helping other colleges establish
Indian education programs.
Eastern had the first formally

Housing Open
On-campus housing will be
available for students at Eastern
for winter quarter, according to
Jack Quinn, housing director.
December 14 is the last day to
file transcripts and applications
for enrollment in winter quarter ,
Quinn said. Classes will start
January 5, with January 4
scheduled for sign-up of students
not previously registered.
Available on-campus housing is
on a first-come first-served basis,
he said, and urged studeots
intending to enroll and live on
campus winter quarter t() make
arrangements as soon as possible.

·Cheney
Department
Store
6" ROUGHOUT LEATHER

RIOT
BOOT
$6.67 .

Progr~m," Nomee said. " He can
give students a look at the
problems froin both sides- that of
the student and that of the
teacher."
Invitations are being sent to
Indian educators and students at
Big Bend Community, Fort
Wright , Kinman Business,
Spokane Community, Spokane
Falls Community and Whitworth
colleges, Gonzaga and Washington
State universities and the
University of Idaho, along with
special invitations to area
personnel involved in Indian
education outside of those
colleges, Nomee said.

organ~zed Indian Education
Program and it is now the best
organized of those in the area,"
Nomee, a member of !he Coeur d'
Alene tribe, said. "We want to
help other colleges get equally
effective programs started."
Highlighting the meeting will be
a talk by Thomas Halfmoon,
former graduate student now
working with an Indian and
migrant education program
directed by Central Washington
State College.
"Halfmoon was here when our
program got started and worked
closely with Mary F. Nelson,
director of Indian Education

,,
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. J()HN'S SHELt. SERVICE
CHENEY

604 'FIRST STREET
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, II

Complete Auto Service On ...
Air Conditioning - Tune-Up - Brakes - Minor Repair

I

••••••••••••••••••••••
•: BUDGET CLEANING •:
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•

:

(Y:ou: Press)

:

!

4 Pounds $1.80
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•

FOR YOUR lffl'ER THINGS WE SUGGEST
OUR PROFESSIONAL CLEANING & · PRESSING

•

•: Maddux Dry Cleaners •:

•
•I
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•
• 409 Farst

(Next Door to Goofy's)

WE'RE .PROUD
THAT WE
CAN HELP
EFFECTIVE
FEBRUARY 1ST
4% INTEREST RATES
UP TO 4%%
ON SAVINGS

CHENEY BRANCH

SEATTLE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK
423 1ST. STREET
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-'.:$hiJotings At Kent State
Cause Intense Reaction

F. LEE BAILEY, noted criminal lawyer, speaks on "Justice and the Press." Bailey spoke of the effect~ the
news media have on-notorius crimes and the subsequent trials, but defended the press and the need for a free
media, without controls.
··

Defense Of Guilty Part_
y
Ea$ier, Says F. ·Lee Bailey
by Dick Brown
Contributing Writer

The defense of~..,g'u ilty party is
· easier to accomplish in the
present American system than
that of an innocent party, F. Lee
Bailey, noted criminal lawyer,
said to an audience of
approximately 600 Eastern
student and faculty.
Bailey, who has defended Dr.
Coppolino in murder trial cases,
said that once a "grand jury has
indicated you, there's already an
8-to-1 chance the jury will hook
you."

Although that may not be justice
"that's the way the game is
played," said Bailey.
Accuracy is not required in trial
courts. "THE Constitution of this
country ... only says you will get a
fair trial," he said. Fairness is
determined by the facts and those
facts often send innocent people to
prison or to be executed.
Citing the difference between
the canons of his profession and
tlie rules of court procedures,
Bailey noted that "one of those
canons says l cannot defend you in
court unless I am prepared, yet in

Taiwan Student
.Lik~s Foliage
by Laura Thomas
Copy Editor

"There are more trees and
greens here and I like the maple
trees especially, when their leaves
turn yellow and re~ and fall all
over the ground. They are very
beautiful."
These were the words of 23year-old Janny--Chang, Anderson
Hall resident, and one of 30 foreign
students at Eastern this quarter.
Janny is originally from a city
about 25 miles from the northern
border of Tajwan, Republic of
China, called Taipei, in the
Province of Canton. She moved. to
San Francisco with her family
about two years ago and worked
there at I. Magnin in the sales
audit department.
"I really liked San Francisco,
but Hike it here, too."
Her father works for the
Republic of China as a Press
Counselor. He receives news from
Taiwan and distributes it to the
different news media, and he acts
as a general informant for the
public about Taiwan.
She decided to come to Eastern
because it was the only place close
to the west coast that would
recognize her other schooling. She
graduated from a business and
commercial college in Taiwan.
Here her.admission was approved
and as a foreign student she is
considered at about the junior or
senior levei. Her major is in
business, specifically accounting,
as she enjoys "anything to do with
figuring ledgers." Janny is
- currently employed at Showalter
Hall with the Internal Auditors,
where she checks figures for
acc11racy.
She liked Eastern for several
different reasons. "It seems more
n::.eral minded," she says. In

Taiwan, she explained, a student
has to sit in the same seat every
day and ean't always ask the
instructor a question. Here, "you
can just go up and ask whenever
you want and he will spend time
trying to help you any way he can.
It's more informal.''
Janny spoke English before
coming to the United States, "but
it still was a little handicap."
The climate in Taiwan is very
hot and she is "not used to all this
cold and rain." She has never seen
snow and is "definitely looking
forward lo it."
Only 30 foreign students attend
Eastern, said Mr. Orin Killen,
foreign students advisor,
"because it is a comparatively
·small school, and the foreign
student would probably apply to
more well known large colleges
and universities."
Mr. Killen held an informal
gathering of the foreign students
early in the quarter at his home
"so they could get to know each
other." The following week they
met at Cheney City Hall with
several other Eastern clubs and
organizations to become further
acquainted with the area.
Janny enjoys sports of all kinds,
ping pong, and basketball in
particular.
On November 12, she will speak
informally at the Sprague,
Washington, Women's Civic Group
about her native country.
"I really like, · it here on
campus," said Janny, "but I get
homesick a lot anyway .''

I!

criminal cases the defense doesn't
have access to the prosecution's
information. If you did commit a
crime I'd have a better chance of
getting an acquittal, because you
would know what happened and
you might be able to help me seize
on a factual error in the
prosecution's case.
"But if you were inm~cent and
didn't know what happened, you
would not be of much use to me,"
he said.
Juries are often "persuaded by
circum,stances," such as an
appetite or anxiety to see their
families, and sometimes render
verdicts after some '' arm
twisting.''
Although critical of the jury
system, the lawyer thinks the
s'ystem should be preserved, but
streamlined. The system offers
mixed minds, is hard to fix, and
represents the "pulse of the
community."
"We work to get a just verdict,
but. .. . no one can tell the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the
truth," Bailey said.
"The right of free press should
be preserved intact," said Bailey.
The greatest "transgression ever
would be to curb the press," an act
many judges and government
officials attempt. He said he may
not always agree with the press,
but will always defend the right of
free press.
Pre-tria 1 coverage often
"obstructs the administration of
justice," Bailey said, pointing out
how the press "presumed in eightcolumns, banner headlines" to tell
the jury how to think" in the Dr.
Samuel Shepherd case.
Pre-trial press coverage can
also force elected officials to act
in a way that will insure reelection, not necessarily to the
best interest of justice, Bailey
said.
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When you know
i_t's for keeps
Happily, all your speci al moments together wil l be
symbolized forever by your engagemen~ and
wedding ring s. If th e name, Keepsake is in th e
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality
and lasting sati sfaction. The engagement
diamond is flawless, of superb color, and precise
cut. Your Keepsake ~eweler has a selection of
many lovely styles. He's in the yellow
pages under " Jewelers. "
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Monday Thru Saturday
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R,ng, from$ I 00 to$ I 0,000 T - M Reg . A H, Pond Company

Cheney

406 1st
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HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

I ond
Pl ease send new 20 poge bookle t, "Planning You r Engagem ent and W edding" I ,
full color fo lder , bo t h for only 25c. A lso , te ll me how l o obtain t he bea ut i fu l
page Bride's Keepsake Book a t half price.
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Thrifty Auto Sales

"

USED CARS
BRAND NEW 4 BEDROOM, 2
BATHS. FOR LEASE WITH OP·
TION TO BUY. $250. RANGE,
BY OWNER, MA 4-544
OR
FA 7-3336, ASK FOR D.ENNIS.

BOULDER , Colo. (CPS)
Eastern, with an open admission
-America's entry into Cambodia policy, reacted with peaceful
and the Jackson and Kent State demonstrations during the week
shootings produced the most following the events, including a
intense reaction on colleges and march on Cadet Hall and the
'universities with the highest military science department.
academic admission -- policies,
In the most selective schools,
according to a survey by the there were these reactions : 35 per
Carnegie Commission on Higher cent had student strike·s of one day
Educatiop.
or longer, 80 per cent had student
The commission survey of 2,551 campaigns to communicate with
college and university presidents, local residents about the war, 79
with 73 per cent responding, also per cent had peaceful
concluded that colleges and demonstrations and 9 per cent,
universities in the Northeast violent demonstrations.
showed greater reaction to the
Schools with open .admissions
events of last May than elsewhere. had these reactions: 9 per cent
The commission said colleges strikes, 33 per cent campaigns, 41
and universities that admit per cent peaceful demonstration:::
freshmen from the top 10 per <;ent and 5 per cent violent
of high school classes had more demonstrations. Some schools
reaction than schools with open were listed in more than one
admission policies.
category.

I

TWO KEEPSAKE DEALERS TO SERVE YOU

STUDENT DISCOUNTS $$$
I'

E 2003 Sprague
Spokane, Wash. ·

KE 4-2013
KE 4-4327

SMITH JEWELERS

MANDELL'S JEWELERS

408 First, Cheney

W. 709 Riverside, Spokane
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''Do-or-die''

Savages Host Viks
Eastern Savages host Western's
Vikings in Evergreen Conference
football action at Woodward
Stadium Cheney, this Saturday in
a last ditch effort to rescue the
faltering standings.
Both Eastern and Western have
identical season records of four

wins and three losses, although
Western has a 3--0 conference
record while Eastern is four and
two.

Against Western's Vikings the
Savages will face the best passing
defensive team in the league.
Western has allowed an average of
100.7 yards per game passing.
Offensively, Western averages 148
yards per game.
Eastern leads the conference in
total defense with a 259 yard per
game average.
Eastern. licking the wounds of

THE EASTERNER

the 27-7 loss to Central last
Saturday, has another opportunity
to spoil an undefeated record and
knock Western out of a first place
tie with Central. Western just
barely pulled out a win with
Whitworth, downing the Pirates in
the fourth period, 28-21.
Central quarterback Jeff Short
led the Wildcats to the win over
Eastern. Short completed 15 of 21
passes for 224 yards . For his
efforts Short was named
Evergreen Conference "Back of
the Week.'' Short passed for three
of Central's four touchdowns.
The Savages scored when
freshman quarterback Tom
Luemann passed 13 yards to Phil
Wheat in the end zone. Wheat
fumbled the ha.II and Mike
Schuette made a quick dive on the
ball for the TD.

Section

instant
replay
by dan monahan

•

J

In this, the first year of an expanded Evergreen Conference,
certain scheduling difficulties were evident from the start. While
the Savages and Oregon College scheduled seven league
encounters, Western Washingon and Southern Oregon both play
six. Central Washington, Whitworth and Eastern Oregon all have
only five conference game, and Oregon Tech has just four .
';('his means the champion will be determined by mathematical
percentages. The only question now is will Central and/ or
Western hit 100%? The probability of Central doing it is greater
than that for Western. Central is expected to beat Western again
as they did in a non-conference game, and should have little
trouble against Southern Oregon, in spite of the upset by
Southern Oregon over highly regarded Eastern Oregon.
Western meanwhile, has a tougher road to hoe for an
undefeated year. Not only will the Vikings have to beat Central ,
but this week they will be up against the Savages who must win to
figure at all in the league standings. Eastern Washington has two
tough league games and one non-leaguer with Portland State. If
the Savages can get by Western then Eastern Oregon will be the
next opponent.
Mathematically, it's still anybody's conference, but Central
has the inside track and must remain to be the favorite . It is now
up to the Savages to assure Western third spot in the league.
Another Savage loss would be a disaster. Think positive.

AWS Treat Parents
A talent show , football game
and a folk concert by English folk
group "Berkeley Square" make up
the entertainment for the annual
Pare nt s' Day, Saturday,
November 7.
The event is sponsored this year
by Associated Women Students. In
the past, the now disbanded
Associated Men Students coT
sponsored Parents' Day with
AWS.

Lois Baugh, AWS president, said
parents may register for the day
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Tawanka
Commons. At this time a Parents'
Day packet may be purchased for
$4.50 which will admit one parent
to the Savage football game
against Western Washington State
College, the talent show, and
"Berkeley Square"
concert.
Included are lunch. and a baked
ham dinner in Tawanka .
A coffee hour will be held in
each dorm from 9 a.m . to 1 p.m.
Theme for the day will be " Just
F or You."
Schedule for the day is as
follows :
9 a.m.-1 p.m . Registra tion at

Tawanka ; coffee hour in dorms
11 a.m. - 1 p.m. Lunch
1 :30-4 :30 p.m. Football game Savages vs. Western
4:30-6 p.m. Dinner
7-8 p.m . Talent show,
downstairs Showalter ; " Berkeley
Square" concert immediately
following .

In spite of two weekends without
a score, Mel Collins continues to
lead the Evergreeen Con(erence in
scoring with 00-points. Collins tops
rusning statistics with 685 yards.
He is fifth in total yardage with
700 yards, including a 15-yard pass
against Central, his only passing
attempt of the season. Glen
Hadland of Whitworth leads total
offense statistics in the league
with 917 yards total.
EvCo lineman of the week
honors went to Terry Murtaugh,
the freshman linebacker from
Southern Oregon. Murtaugh led
Southerti Oregon to a win over
Eastern Oregon. He achieved 11
unassisted tackles, eight assists
and recovered two fumbles .
Murtaugh is a 170 pounder from
Omaha , Nebraska.

PUNTING FORM OF EDDIE FISHER. Fisher is second in punting this
season, averaging 39.07 yards per punt, includini a 73 yard punt against
Central last weekend, which, according to Dick Wright, Evergreen
Conference statistician, is a modem day record. Fisher has 161Z yards in
41 punts this season. Last year be averaged 40.6 yards per punt.

Gun Storage Provided
Hunting season has arrived in
full force on Eastern' s campus.
And with it comes the problem of
where to keep the rifles . . .and of
course, the game.
A gun locker room is provided in
Pearce Hall, said Allen Shaw,

Mosman Trophy
Goes To Bryant Variety In
Jim Bryant, in his debut at
center for the Savages, has been
awarded the Mosman trophy for
outstanding play against Central
Washington last weekend.
The Savages were defeated by
the Wildcats, 27-7, at Ellensburg.
He is a 6'1", 188 pound freshman
from Newport, Oregon.
Bryant is the sixth person to win
the coveted award. Mel Collins is
the only double winner.

Bowling Adth
To P.E. List
After seven years absense as a
physical education activity,
bowling returns to Eastern.
Four sections will be offered
winter quarter at the Cheney
Bowl. Jim Dyck will be the
instructor.
A special fee of $10 will be
assessed bowling participants to
cover cost of use of the alleys and
instructional material, Dyck said.
The future of bowling as a P . E .
activity will depend on the interest
shown by students winter quarter.

Recreation
Scheduled

Campus Recreation's women's
volleyball league will hold an
organizational meeting at the
Fieldhouse tomorrow night from 6
to 8 p.m. , according to Anita
Magafas.
Evening recreation will start in
the Fieldhouse on Monday,
November 9. The Fieldhouse will
be open for recreation and
intramural activities from 6 to
9:30 p.m. November 11, which is a
holiday, the Fieldhouse will be
open from 1 to 5, with the pool
being open from 2 to 4 p.m.
Men's volleyball entries are due
by tonight in the recreation office
in the Fieldhouse, according to
Thorne L. Tibbitts, director of
campus recreation

director of campu~ safety, where
all weapons may be kept under
lock. No one is allowed to keep fire
arms in their rooms, he said.
Dorm directors may keep
resident's weapons locked in the
office as is done in Streeter Hall
when other facilities are not
available.
Shaw said all colleges prohibit
concealed weapons on campus,
even with a permit and state law
provides that no person may keep
a loaded weapon in their car.
When questioned about misuse
of hunting rifles, he said none had
been brought to his attendion and
he assumed there would be no
problem.
For the lucky hunter Eastern
has no way to keep a de~ or game
birds on campus but facilities are
available in downtown Cheney.

League Opens
The Spokane County Park
and Recreation Department
has announced tentative plans
to start a men's Volleyball
league on Tuesday and
Thursday nights. The games
would be played at 5:45 and
6:45 p:m. at the Spokane
YMCA.

OWL PHARMACY
SALE SPECIALS

•
•
•
•
•

Barnes Hinds Wetting Solution
Facial Tissue, Rexall
Lis terine Mouthwash, 20 oz.
Nail Clips
Many Other Specials

he Oldest "HONDA" Dealershl
In The Northwest

Parts - Accessories - Olis
SUPER SERVICE TOOi

POLARIS-SK I ooo·

SNOWMOBILES

I

~ as{i·rst (le; tornOfrcw wit~

m· ;tof ,1:1ta
ut,·itv.i

Bt~"t

TWO LOCATIONS
6310 E. Sprague KE 5-3679
4514 N. Division HU 7-4166

West Main
oss From Bon)
Do wntown)
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Conference Meet
Eastern's cress country team
joins Evergreen Conference
tea m s
for
the
le a g u e
championship meet th.i s Saturday
at Whitworth College campus.
Host Whitworth is the defending
champion of the EvCo crosscountry title. Eastern's coach
Arnie Pelluer coached Whitworth
to the last two Evergreen
Conference tiUes and has
expectations of doing the same for
his new charges, Eastern's
Savages.

Pelluer is expecting top efforts
from freshman Bob Maplestone,
who won the Pleasant Hill cross
country invitational two weeks
ago; Barry Jahn, junior from
Portland, finished second for
Eastern last year, ninth overall,
and is expected to record a
stronger time this year.
Other Eastern runners are
seniors Mike Johnson, Pat Moses,
Ken Crawford and Joe Ross who

will all conclude their collegi&~e
cross-country this season and will
be anticipating strong showings in
this important EvCo event.
Team freshmen, who have
demonstrated promise are Dave
Musson and Bruce Thornton.
Eastern has been selected to
host the 1970 National Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics
district-one cross country ·m eet
November 14. The meet will be
held at Turnbull National game
refuge, four miles from the
campus on Badger Lake road. The
cross country event will start and
finish at the game refuge
headquarters building. There will
be ample parking for spectators
and numerous vantage points to
watch the division championships
on the extremely fast course.
The season will end with the
NAIA national championship at
Kansas City, Missouri, November
. 21.

'

I.·

'ft.; ¥i

,

.. • .,.;.,,.,,,

FIERCE FLAG FOOTBALL FINAJ...S-This afternoon the Pi Kappa Alpha will meet the Gypseys of S~reeter
in the championship roand of flag football under Eastern's intramural program. The game will be played at
3:45 at the field across from the Fieldhouse. In the semi-finals, the Pi Kapps won a contested game over the
1.emmings, %1-t. The Gypseys won their way into. the championship round via a 13-0 win over Sigma Nu.

Eastern Basketball Team Starts Practice
Thirty-seven basketballers
turned out Sunday for opening of
basketball practice at Eastern in

his first at Eastern. He was the
Savages leading scorer, made the
all- Evergreen Conference team

from Oak Harbor, proved to be the
outstanding free-throw shooter in
modern Eastern history. Gamble

recorded a 96.4 per cent. His
string of 60 straight compiled at
Spokane Community College and
Eastern was ended when he
missed one free throw last year.
Dave Hayden will play forwardcenter for the Savages this year.
Hayden, 6'7" is a sophomore from
Denver, Colorado. He came on
strong during the last third of the
season, and topped the single
game rebounds with 18 in the
game with Sim!.)~ Fraser.

Omak.
Bud Cave, from Vancouver,
Washington, joins the Savages for
his freshman year. Cave is a six
foot guard. Mark French, a 6'5"
forward transfer from the
University of Wyoming will not be
eligible for 18 weeks because of
the tqrnsfer rule.

Dr. Krause and bis top assistant
coach Ron Raver are both in their
fourth year at Eastern. Freshman
coach Ron Vlasin Joms the
Ray Maggard, 6'3" guard- coaching staff for the first time.
forward , from Lexington , He will be assisted by Joe Bullock,
Kentucky, returns for his final a graduate assistant, who played
year of eligibility. " Maggard is · for Eastern last year and
showing outstanding defensive completed his eligibility .
ability, in the early season, " Dr.
Barry Holsinger, a physical

Krause said.
. Top community college
transfers are Jim Cowan, a 6'7"
center from Big Bend C.C.;
Darrly Harris, a transfer from
North Eastern Junior Collge in
Colorado, the same school which
produced Steve Barnett; John
Julvenna, 6'2" guard from
McHenry Junior College, Illinois,
who was the state' s fourth leading
scorer.
Two members of last year's
junior varisty team are
prospective varsity players this
season. Skip Smyser, a 6'3" junior
forward-guard and Gary Sooey, a
6'4"
sophomore guard from
Cheney. Kevin Brooks, a prime
hope from last year's junior
varsity team, is a doubtful player
this season because of a leg injur y.
Bob Picard makes his
basketball debut this season.
PRACTICE OPENS. Eastern Savages basketball team opened practice last Sunday. Lettermen Randy Buss Picard, who lettered in football
(L) and Steve Barnett (R) look on as center Dave Hayden tips it in. Eastern practices are closed to the public last year, was injured in the first
. but open scrimmages will be held ever Saturday at 10 a.m. until the season starts. The public is invited to the football game this year. He is
w,eekly scrimmage games.
6'3", 198 pound forward from
preparation for the season opener and was selected most raluable
at home Tuesday, December 1, player. Barnett, of Denver,
Colorado, averaged 12.5 points per
against Lewis and Clark Normal.
"We have bad three excellent game last season.
Randy Buss, 6'5" junior, was the
workouts," Dr. Jerry Krause
Savages' leading rebounder at 11.3
Eastern basketball coach said.
Six lettermen returned to' the average, and second in scoring.
Savage squad this year: They Buss received honorable mention
include Duane Barnette, a senior Qn the All-Evergreen Conference
guard, with two letters, who came team. He scored the season high of
to Eastern from Green River 30-points against Simon Fraser,
Community College near Auburn. B.C. last year.
George Gamble returns for his
Steve Barnett, 6'5" senior
forward, earned a letter last year, final year of eligibility. Gamble,

educatim major who played for
the junior varsity team last year
will serve as team manager this
year. Joe Pilkington is this year' s
junior varsity manager.
Twenty-two players turned out
for the junior varsity team this
year.
Eastern' s varsity team ha s a
grueling 28-game schedule, while
the junior varsity schedule lists 20games. Both teams open
December 1 against Lewis and
Clark. The jaycees meet at 5:45
and the varsity game is at 8:00
p.m.
WRITE FOR FREE FOLDER ON
HOW YOU CAN EARN EXTRA
INCOME. MRS . JUNE JONES,
W. 605 TIETON, SPOKANE,
WASH. 99218.

Spokane's most
complete
Bridal Shop.
Wedding Plan
Service,
Gowns and
Accessories for
the entire party.
Budget Bridals,
dresses for
Mother.
Free copy of
$!Time Tips".

HAVE YOU TRIED EATING YET AT THE·

CHINESE GARDEMS??
WE SERVE NOTHING BUT THE BEST IN

CHINESE AND AMERICAN DISHES
DAILY SPECIALS FOR STUDENTS & MERCHANTS
Regular H,1mburger 65c

$1.25 to $1.50

ORDERS TO GO - CALL 235-6926
1106 First·

Cheney

W 723 Riverside, Spokane
Open 10-5: 30, Mon. & -Fri. Nights
Lay Away or Bank Cards

•••••••••••••••••••••
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Frat To Take

Coupon Points
For Tony Joe
Sigma Nu Fraternity has been
designated as the collection center
in this locale for the current Tony
Joe Coupon Drive.
Tony Joe, a 21/2 year old
Chewelah boy, has only one
operable kidney and is in need of a
kidney machine. General Mills,
offering to supply a machine if
600,000 of their coupons are turned
in, prompted a wave of emotional
determination in the collection.
The machine will make it possible
for Tony to gain the weight
required to enable him to have a
kidney transplant.
Sigma Nu member, Dan Haase
said, "We called K.J.R.B. radio
station in Spokane, who had
brought it to our attention, and
expressed our interest. We asked
that we be designated as the
collection center for the Cheney
district. They irnmedia tely began
announcing our agreement, urging
area participation, and we printed
posters to solicite campus help.''
The fraternity plans to
campaign door to door throughout
Cheney, and Pearce Hall has
challenged Dressler Ha 11 to boost
collection.

·--

.
--· -

·

A KIDNEY MACHINE for Tony Joe, a two and half year old boy in
Chewelah, Washington, will be the end result of th efforts of the men of
Sigma Nu Fraternity and other groups with imiliar goals in the
Spokane area. General Mills has promised a Ii e-saving machine for

Movie Review

'Catch-22' Lewd
by Rick Wiggins
Contributing Writer

The magic formula for a successful motion picture today is to
have little or no plot, clever photography, and enough comedy to
keep audiences laughing throughout the picture. "Butch
Cassidy'' and ''M• A•s• H'' proved this point to the tune of several
million dollars, but will " Catch-22" be able to catch-up?
Whereas BC&SD and M· A•s•H offered lighthearted
entertainment as their forte, Mike Nichols' (The Graduate)
frank stomach-turner at times borders on the lewd, losing its
sense of humor to the delicate and humane tradgedy of war.
Hardly an actor's film, Catcb-22 does.include some memorable
performances. Alan Arkin, as Yossarian, the G.I. whose sense of
values is constantly challenged by the memory of his young flight
comrade's gruesome death, simply plays Alan Arkin and does
little more than tie the helter-skelter picture together.
"Midnight Cowboy" veterans Bob Balaban and Jon Voigt
added to the humor, Balaban as the youth who spends most of his
. time drifting in the Mediterranean, finally ending up in Sweden
(?), and Voigt as the scatter-brained penny-pincher whose
adolescent role demanded little of his .fantastic acting ability.
Richard Benjamin, Bob Newhart, and Paula Prentiss also had
roles too minor to do them justice.
Nichols' film does succeed admirably in places in presenting a
realistic descriptior of the cold-blooded atmosphere of war,
obviously satirizing the basic core of army life from a World War
II veteran's point of view, and, above all, emphsizing the insane
humor of war which is a ll too much a part of the insane business
it characterizes.

Tony Joe if 680,000 Betty Crocker coupons are raised. Sigma Nu has
about J.0000 to donate to the project, which bas totaled around %00,000
throughout the Inland Empire so far.

M Radio Club 'Born'
adio Club of Eastern
was born his week when ten
people i terested in radio
operations et in an attempt to
"unite H M operators," said
Terry DeL o, acting spokesman

for the new group.
DeLeo said classes have been
arranged for each Monday at 7 .
p.m. in Science 182, in an attempt
to educate people in radio
operations. The classes are open

Dire t Dial Phone Line
Avai.lable In Spokane
present, he said. To improve the
situation for business calls, a
restriction has been placed on
calls to the dorms during the
normal 8 a.m. to 5 p.m . business
hours.
The number is listed three times
8-5271.
in the new Spokane directory,
"Lately, due to an overload under Eastern Washington State
situation c used by i11coming calls College and State of Washington in
to dormit ries, it has become the white section, and under
difficult for normal business calls Colleges and Universities in the
to be put through," said James yellow pages.
Bryan, di ector of the Office of
At the momeQt, Bryan said, it is
Campus S rvices. ·
unlikely
.that any more lines ~'ill
Bryan a so stated that it would
be
installed
under this number due
be apprec ated if calls were kept
to
the
freeze
on the college budget,
short bee use "with 1500 phones
and
because
the telephone would
on campu and only five lines on
.have
to
bring
in
more equipment.
this num er, it tends to be a bit
crowded.'
"If times were better I'd say
Half-ho r to forty-five minute there would be a better chance,"
phone ca s are not uncommon at said Bryan.

Direct d al telephone service
between S okane and Cheney is
now availa le through the Office
of Campus ervices. A caller may
be connect d with any business or
personal p one on campus with no
long distan e charge by dialing TE

to women as well and no
knowledge of radio is necessary to
jo.in.
U.S.
regulations presently
restrict licensing to citizens of the
United States. Legislation is
pending for the inclusion of
foreign citizens. DeLeo urged that
this not prevent foreign students
from participating because
"enjoyment and knowledge can be
obtained without a license."
The four licenses offered are the
Novice, General, Advanced, and
the Amatuer Extra~ '.fhe class will
concentrate on th . Novice license
first, the lowest grade license,
DeLeo said. Extimated
completion of the course has not
been determined.
DeLeo, who has five years of
experience with commercial radio
and two years concentrated on
HAM operations, will administer
the exam, authority vested in him
by the federal lovernment. He
holds the Advanced License.
The current advisor for the
group is Don Klaus, a ci vii service
technician in the science
department. He holds an
Advanced License and has "a
number of years'' experience in
commercial radio.

CE

Plays Open Tomonow
Eastern's drama department
will open its series of three -0neact plays, " Illusions in Time,"
again tomorrow night for three
consecutive nights at 8:15 p. m. in
Showalter auditorium.
Tne tnree plays, reflecting
vibrant illusions of reality in
man's search for himself, are
"Krapp's Last Tape" by Samuel
Beckett, with Jim Donner in the
only role , "The Loveliest
Afternoon of the Year, " starring
Karen J ennings and Tom Brantz,
and "Escurial," translated frorri

the original Belgium text by
Lionel Abel, with Gene Engene,
Jim Herrman, Tom Brantz and
Jim Donner.
Admission is fFee to Eastern
students with I.D. cards and one
dollar to others. Reservations
may be made by phoning 359-2459.
STUDENTS - Europe for Christmas, Easter or summer? Employment opportunities, charter
flights, discounts. Write for information
(air
mail)
Anglo

American Association. 60a Pyle
Street, Newport I. W., Englar;d.

THE GOLDEN CUE
M411WO If Nllol YlflA D1ST1tllll1C111 CG, IIIC.
1)1. . .,

Ddlll" PIOOUCT10IIS

Complete Recreation Center
327 First

235-4413

Pool and Amusement Devices

STARTS
TUESDAY
NOV. 10TH

ONLY
7

DAYS!
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Upward Bound,_ Recall Set This Month
Upward Bound students are
having their second recall to
Eastern November 21.
"The idea behind the recall is to
discuss college admission and to
reinforce the association between
the Upward Bound student and the
campus. It is also an excellent.
opportunity for the high school
students to meet the college
students that are here because of
the Upward Bound program," said
Carl Ruud, Upward Bound
director.
Students are selected for
Upward Bound by six different
'criteria: low income as
determined by the standards
recommended by the Office of

·Education; low motivation in this academic year. A segment of
school; a school failure or school each will be used to plan next
dropout; low grades- probably a summer's six week session.
high aptitude; and an indication by
The courses offered during the
school personnel that there is a summer session include student
strong liklihood of eventual government, communication
success in college if accepted; and skills, natural and social sciences,
an absence of desire to attend math, music, art, drama; physical
college or that the student's plans education and recreation. Extra
are nebulous.
·
..
curricular activities and personal,
The principal target populations vocational and educational
are tenth and eleventh grade counseling are also available, said
students.
Ruud.
The· thirty-eight students from
"We like the students to be
host high schools within an active in planning their program
approximate 100 mile radius, will design, so we present them with a
be served lunch and will attend skeleton to coincide with our
Eastern's football game. There facilities and finances, then they
will be four more recalls during more o,r less decide th1~ details,"
added Ruud.
Planning the classes for next
summer will be decided around
six categories: audit, credit for
high
school graduation, bridge,
reference books, are under the
and interest programs
shadow,
Library of Congress classification.
At present all books under the LC and experimental field trips.
"The experimental classes give
classification are on the main
floor of the library. Eventually all students a chance to do things t hey
material in the library will be have never done before- such as
classified according to the LC sitting in on a trial ffom its
beginning to the end," said Ruud.
system, said Mrs. Tracy.
in the shadow program
Students
All new books, replaced volumes
pick
a
field
of interest and follow a
and books coming out of the
professional
or instructor in that
bindery are immediately
in his daily duties . .
field
around
reclassified. Although slow, this is
the most convenient method of Last summer Upward Bound
conversion, so that no books will students interested in television
the
be off the shelves longer than production worked in
Instructional
Media
Center
(
IMC
)
necessary, she added.
making
a
video
tape.
The Library of Congress is the
The interest program helps
national library, responsible for
who are interested in just
students
LC classification and the Dewey
thing-such
as playing a
one
decimal system was formulated
"In ·case we
musical
instrument.
by librarian Melvil Dewey.
try
to
help
the
student
look into the
The main difference between
the two is the LC system devised other demensions of his interest
about 1900, is pragmatic, based on area," said.Ruud.
Ruud said that Upward Bound is
an actual·collection and has room
for new subject-areas. The Dewey changing, moving project. To
system, formulated about 1876, is avoid stagnation. it is constantly

Library Changes Book ·System

·-1; .
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USING A TECHNIQUE known as compression molding, this student in
Industrial Tecbnology is making plastic coasten out of melminine, a
durable plastic substance. The plastics laborotory is located in Cheney
Hall.

Big Industry

lndustria I Tech
Offers Plastics
by Cherie Deloach

Many of the products the student
make will include coasters,
will
"It's a plastic world" is not far
plates,
coin purses, drawer pulls,
from the truth, according to
.
flower
pots, and even cocktail
Archie Hornfelt assistant
professor of industrial education sticks.
In order to aquaint teachers in
and technology.
the
British Columbian area about
''The plastics industry is
some
of the techniques used in the
presently number two in the
plastic
industry, Hornfelt planned
country but is moving fast to~
a
demonstration.
and discussion
first.'' Horrifelt said.
conference
at
CasUegaar
British
Now available in the industrial
Columbia,
October
29
and
30,
technology department is a design
entitled
"Innovations
in
Teaching
class in plastic that will introduce
the student to the materials and Plastics in the Public Schools."
The demonstration covered
process used in the plastics
classification
of plastics in eight
industry.
"Since the plastic world is major areas; with emphasis on
growing, it would be to the the molding device_s, cutting,
advantage of a stud,ent to have finishing, joining and fastening,
some knowledge of what plastic is thermoforming, expansion and
and bow it is used." said HornfeU. lamination. The program ended
In this day and age there is a with a summary of integrating
great need for versatility. As the plastics into the present industrial
demand arises the field will be arts program, explained Hornfelt.
"The main purpose of the
open for the creation of innovative
conference"
said Hornfelt, "was
designs that will provide new and
to
develop
a
plastics program in
different jobs, he said.
this
area
and
get
teachers excited
As an introduction course the
student will be acquainted with about learning developing and
the ~ different molding devices. creating a program of interest for
This would include injection, their students."
rotation,
vacuumform,
compression and blow molding.
The student will also study
lamination, expansion and
thermoforming.
Staff Writer

Lady Doctor
Needs Cash
"Pennies for Pat" donation cans
will soon be seen near all cash
registers around campus.
"Pat" refers to Dr. Patricia
Smith from Seattle University, a
lady doctor worked among the
Montagnard people in Kon Tum
City, South Vietnam, since 1960.
Associated Women Students are
sponsoring the local drive for
money to support Dr. Smith and
her hospital.

"In keeping with the system of
most large university and college
libraries in the United States,
Eastern's Kennedy Library is
converting from the Dewey
decimal system of book
classification to that of the
Library of Congress," said Sue
Tracy, cataloging librarian.
She said Kennedy Library began
the conversion in September 1968,
and now more than 15 per cent of
the volumes, including all

Letters

(Continued from Page 2)
organizations prove to be more
effective and motivating in the
short run but fall apart under
constant pressure. I hope to avert
this.
I would like to think that if a
Tenant's Union general meeting
were called many interested
students would show up and
participate. However, once again,
past experience has indicated the
students participate in something
that may be beneficial to them
personally.
Last week's paper indicated that
nearly twice as many people had
voted for beer in the PUB as had
voted in the general elections
which contained important
constitutional matters. rm· trying
to say few people will show up at
such a general meeting until they
see something significant
happening. I need people who want
to work. Unless I get this help I'll
go sit on my "wazu" like the
"average" college Joe. If I do get
help we will have one ''effective"
Tenant's Union on our hands.
Tim Williamson

idealistic, where new books have
to be fitted to an already cJuttered

scheme, Mrs. Tracy explained.

trying new ideas and hiring new

personnel for the benefit of the
students.

CLIP THIS

COUPON OF LOVE

------------------

FOR THE
BEST BARBER
IN CHENEY

Don 1 s Barber
Men's
Haircuts

1

FOR ALL

Ave. in Cheney

r
, ''WINTERIZE NOW"
Let Us Reverse Flush & Clean
Your Cooling System
FALL SPECIAL $4.50

Present this coupon-and your student c ard
- at Weisfleld's Jewelers for a 20% student
discount on any diamond wedding set.

20% Off
on any Diamond Wedding Set

NAME ------------------

RADIATOR REPAIR SERVICE AVAILABLE

RATCLIFFE FORD
235-6238

Cheney, Wash.

402 2nd St.

.ews ~ ~
DOWNTOWN MON, FRI TILL 9
UNIVERSITY CITY MON, THUR, FRI Till 9

\
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Prof Attends·

Exceptional
Cl,ild
Meet
Celia Allen, associate professor
psychology, recently attended a
meeting of the Council for
Exceptional Children in
Vancouver, British Columbia.
The council is a group of people
who are trying to improve the
educational and vocational values
for all exceptional children, said
Mrs. Allen . She explained that
psychology defines an exceptional
child as one who is above the
norm , but the council feels that
every child is exceptional.
Mrs. Allen said the main theme
of the meeting was that too much
emphasis had been placed on
description , diagnosis, and
labeling of these children. Not
enough emphasis however had
been put on the treatment and
re mediation of exceptional
children.
The meeting consisted of many
speakersand-fiJ.J'!lS on exceptional
children, which Mrs-: Allen found
very interesting and extremely
good.

New Offerings
Reading knowledge of
French, German and Spanish
will be taught winter quarter
by the foreign language
department, according to Dr.
Cornelius Groenen, assistant
professor of French.
The classes, each a separate
499 course in its field, is being
offered for the student "who
will want to acquire a reading
knowledge as rapidly as
possible'' of one of the
l~nguages, Dr. Groenen said.

OFF CAMPUS CHENEY officers are, from left to right, John Allen,
Sharon King, Joe Daugherty, and Tim Williamson. The Easterner
presents these representatives as a pablic service to _!lcqaaint them and

Dorm Opening
Actual completion date for Morrison Hall, a new dormitory, is
in doubt. Original plans called for completion by November 7 for
winter occupancy.
Carl Stark, spokesman for Max J. Kuney Company, Spokane
general contractor, said, "We hope to have the haU open by the
first of the year (January 1971).''
Even though there have been caused unforseen delays. I think
delays in construction, legally and morally the college is
Kenneth Kennedy, director of wrong in trying to get us to pay the
planning and development, penalty fee . If necessary we will
said the school intends to go to court and I'm coilfident we
enforce the terms of the' would win."
When asked when Morrison Hall
building contract. He said this
means a penalty clause will be will open, Director of Auxiliary
invoked, costing the three · Enterprises Fred Heinemann
prime contractors $250 each said, "Although the actual
per . day beyond the original completion date is uncertain at
completion date called for, this time, we plan to make
said Kennedy.
arrangements to house students
Stark said, "We have had delays
beyond our control. Foul weather
and a six-week strike by workers
at our furniture supplier have

AWS Picks Quarter Coed

Barb Seder, junior elementary
education . major, has been
selected as the Associated Women
Students' ''Coed of the Quarter."·
A resident of Dryden Hall, Miss
Seder was selected from a field of

their constitaents. From time to time tbroagboat· the qaarter, other
representatives from various living groups will be presented.

interview
with
dorm
representatives and officers of

AWS.

Miss Seder has been a member
of Eastern's band for the past
three years, and is a past vicepresident of Dryden Hall. She was
this year's Homecoming Queen
nominee from Dryden, where she
works as a resident assistant.
A gold engraved charm bracelet
was presented to Miss Seder as
Junior Coed of the quarter.

Uncertain
All students presently living in for occupancy when winter
residence halls will receive letters quarter begins. A 99.4 per cent
of information from the housing capacity of other dorms was
office Friday, said Quinn. Green Heinemann's reason given for
housing cards for winter quarter optimism.
housing will be available to
No more than 10 per cent of the
residents in their hall offices
students
living in other dorms this
Monday, he added .
Available on-campus housing is quarter will be admitted · to
on a first-come, first-served basis, Morrison Hall winter quarter, said.
said Quinn. He urged students Heinemann. If the ball opening is
intending to live on campus winter . delayed for any reason students
quarter to make arrangements as who might be returning to school
could fill at least some of the
soon as possible. ·
Heinemann said he thinks there space in the new dorm, be said.
may be students coming back to "Then we would not have to worry
school winter quarter who were about students who would not·want
not enrolled. fall quarter. "Some to move from their present dorms
students had to work during this after the new quarter is in
quarter because they could not get session,'' said Heinemann.
jobs during the summer," said
Through Friday there were 81
Heinemann.
new applications for on-campus
He said this means there will be housing for winter quarter. This
someone to move into the new compares with 160 at. the same
dormitory even if it is not ready time last year, he said.

requiring
on-campus
accomodations winter quarter."
students are paying in apartments
around the campus area.
Where do students live if
Morrison Hall does not open at the
beginning of the quarter? Director
of Housing Jack Quinn said,
.
"Students applying for transfer to
AUSTIN,
Tex.
(CPS)
-Six
Morrison Hall must indicate a
second ball choice. New students members of the Women'
must list a second choice, too:" Liberation Front defaced a school
Quinn indicated the new ball, with . spirit sign at the University of
a capacity •Jf 197 men and Ul Texas. A crowd of mostly men
women, will not be filled at the gathered to listen to members of
expense of other residence halls. Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, coThis is why the 10 per cent limit slJ(>nsor of the sign with Alpha Chi
from other balls bas been set, said Omega sorority, argue with the
women.
Quinn. There is no way o_f telling
The plywood sign shows· a large,
exactly how many will wa.n t to live
scantily-clad
female standing on a
in Morrison Hall, be added.
prone shite bear. The captain is
"Bust 'Em, Bevo." A Bevo is a
Texas longhorn, University of
Texas' school mascot.
The six women, known as the
this
spring
completed Guerilla Theater Troupe, marched
requirements for the Doctor of up to the sign singing and shouting
Musical Arts degree at the and twice sprayed a stencil in red
Unversity of Washington where he
B & D TRADING & LOAN
was a student of • Bela Siki.
Rostkoski is also first vice
Cheney's Crazy Trader
president of the Washington State 1,
FIRE ARMS
Music Teachers Association.
10% OFF
He will be honored at a
235-6445
reception following the recital.
420-2nd St.

Women's Lib Strikes Back
of, "This expoits women," across
the famle figure.
·we don't plan to press charges
or anything. All we wanted to do
was build spirit for a pep rally,"
said Steve Moore, ATO member
who helped put up the sign.
Members charged that the sign
represented women as inferior.
The sign was eye::catching
because it stereotyped the woman
as a sex object, they claimed.

Rostoski Visits Music 'Faculty

contestants from on-campus
women's living groups after an

Banker Talks

On

Economy

Edwin J . McWilHams, president
of Fidelity Mutual Bank, will
speak in Monroe Lounge at 8 p.m.
tonight.
Eleanor Kennedy, promotion .
assistant of Phi Chi Theta, the
women's business sorority, said he
will speak on the economic outlook
for Spokane for the next five
years, what constitutes the
Spokane industry and the effects
of the Nixon Administration's
economic policies.
McWilliams, a graduate of
Gonzaga University and the
Graduate School of- Savings and
Loan at Indiana University, is a
member of Washington Governor
Daniel Evans' Advisory Council on
Urban Affairs, and a former
member of the Citizens
Committee on {Jri me under
Attorney General Slade Gorton.

A new member of the music
faculty, David Rostoski, visiting
assistant professor of music, will
be presented in a piano recital in
the first program to be held in the
recital hall of the new music
building.
The program, at 8 : 15 Monday
evening, will include the Bach
Partita in B flat; Beethoven
Sonata Op.2, No. 3, the Piano
Sonata by Leon Kirchner and the
Chopin Hallada in F minor.
Contributions of $1 will be put in
trust for music scholarships.
The new music building is part
of a Creative Arts Complex which
will house a speech-speech
correction building, also newly
completed this fall, and drama,
. art and radio-television buildings,
an now under construction.
Rostoski has degrees from
Oberlin Conservatory of Music
and Northwest University, and

I

C)leney

Mewstand
9pen 7 Days
A Week
8 A. M. to 10 p. m~
Except

Saturday

CIOIH at 6

420 ht
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THE HOTJ'EST ITEM ON THE ·
LABOR MARKET!''

"That is.·how industry views young officers who have completed their
active army service .. You gain a real advantage on the labor market

WINTER
TIRE SALE
Gary's
Union
Station

e

throug~ ROTC."
MR. HOWARD WATSON
Manager Armed Services Department
Spokane Chamber of Commerce

